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My name is Richard Lewis 
I own and run a family business based in cardiff with over 17 year experience 
within the car detailing and vehicle valeting industry . We offer a vast range of 
detailing treatments and specialist service that offers exclusive production and 
restoration procedures. We offer all service from exceptional hand valeting to 
high end paint protection and restoration and more , we have been trained and 
accredited in a member  of services that are exclusive to our centre , for example 
sprayless scratch repair , PERMAGARD , GTECHNIQ & koch chemie uk various beffering 
techniques and many many more .. Every vehicle we work on family cars to 
commercial trade always gets the highest level of care and exceptional detail and 
quality of service ! 
Please refer to our two  website for list of services and gallery .
Wether you are responsible for car dealerships , bodyshop , commercial letting or 
more then we could be benefical service to your business ! We understand that the 
preparation of commercial vehicles is very much price led and margins are becoming 
tighter ! We understand and can deliver a high quality to a standard cost 
effectively .. We could help you maximise your business profits and services 
whilst saving your valuable time . We can take a vehicle caravan, motorcycle , 
aviation , marine and restore or valeting to the highest level at a fraction of 
the price cost and expensive man power maximisising profits on resale ! We can 
turn a tried looking vehicle into a showroom floor vehicle . We have experience of 
working vehicle sale and letting with trade discounts and glowing customer trade 
testimonials . 
We offer exceptional quailty of service professtional care to detail and are 
dependable .. With service and contracts rates trade disounts available . We use 
high quality products and up to date equipment and are trained and accredited and 
have a responsible and committed work ethic . We also can operate and take weekend 
booking and why not get in touch see for yourselves what services we provide for 
you ! 

Kind Regard 

Richard Lewis 


